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CHEADLE’S ‘BRIGHTEST STAR’
Successful Mary Blagg Exhibition supported by SHA
In January 1916, the Royal
Astronomical Society admitted the first female fellows
into its ranks. Amongst them
was Miss Mary Adela Blagg,
of Cheadle Staffordshire.

Blagg family she later took an active part in Cheadle
society.
…continued overleaf

The exhibition included telescopes and lunar maps
(loaned by local astronomer and blacksmith, BAA
Hon. Member, James Plant); an RAS Memoir of Sir
Cuthbert Peek’s variable star observations made at his
Rousden observatory by astronomer Charles Grover
(great grandfather of SHA council member, the late
Jerry Grover); and a 4-inch Browning Newtonian reflecting telescope loaned by Manchester Astronomical
Society. Charles Grover at one time worked at Browning’s London workshops. Mary Blagg’s biographical
details were researched by the Discovery Group’s
principle organiser, Mike Plant; SHA member, Kevin
Kilburn provided a potted history of the mapping and
naming of features on the Moon.
Mary Adela Blagg was born on 17th May 1858, the
daughter of Cheadle solicitor, Charles J. Blagg and his
wife Frances. Initially she was home-schooled but in
1875 went to London to study German and algebra at a
private boarding school in Kensington. She was a keen
chess player and very gifted academically: she had
taught herself mathematics by reading textbooks belonging to her brothers. While Miss Blagg was by nature of a retiring disposition, like other members of the

Cheadle & Tean Times & Echo

During Oct 2016-Jan 2017
the centenary of Mary
Blagg’s election was comMary Adela Blagg
memorated by an exhibition
(1858-1944)
at Cheadle Discovery and
Visitor Centre. This was partly financed by a £250 donation from the Society for the History of Astronomy
and had the aim of describing her local and international work in astronomy.

An SHA online forum has been created for discussions, queries and mutual help. This is open to all
SHA members. It is a closed Facebook group and
can be joined here. To participate. a Facebook account is needed. Click the “+ Join Group” green button. You will get the response “request sent”. After
checking that you are an SHA member, the forum
administrator will give you access to the forum.

SHA website: http://www.shastro.org.uk/
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and a mathematics lecturer and astronomer at Wellington College, was working to determine accurate positions of lunar features on photographs taken at the
Paris Observatory. He drew attention to the fact that
there was little consistency between lunar nomenclatures shown on maps published during the 19th century: an argument for a revision was presented to the
Royal Astronomical Society by Professor Herbert H.
Turner.

Part of the Mary Blagg Exhibition (both pictures)
Around 1900 Mary Blagg developed an interest in
astronomy after attending a lecture in Cheadle given
by Mr Joseph Hardcastle (1868-1917), a grandson of
Sir John Herschel. After she had expressed an interest
in the subject, Hardcastle suggested that she look at the
area of study called selenography - the study of the
surface and physical features of the Moon.
While Mary Blagg would go on to find fame in this
field, her first forays into astronomy were in observing
the scintillation (or twinkling) of stars. Reports were
published on her behalf in the Journal of the British
Astronomical Association in 1906, and later her analysis of variable star observations made by Manchester
astronomer, Joseph Baxendell, was published in
Monthly Notices of the RAS.
In 1905, Samuel A. Saunder, former BAA president

In 1907 Saunder was elected to be part of a committee, under the auspices of the International Association
of Academies (IAA), intending to create a standardised
nomenclature. It was recommended, that Mary Blagg
be recruited to assist with the work. Saunder tasked her
with collating the information about lunar formations,
either named or numbered on three existing Moon
maps by Beer and Madler, Schmidt and Neison.
Blagg’s Collated List of Lunar Formations was published in 1913.
Mary Adela Blagg was awarded fellowship of the
Royal Astronomical Society in January 1916, one of
the first four women to be so awarded.
In 1919, she was appointed to Commission 17 of the
newly formed International Astronomical Union, it
having responsibility of the moon. At IAU meetings in
1925 and 1928, revisions to her 1913 collated list were
discussed and she subsequently worked with Karl
Müller, a Czech astronomer, to bring the list up to
date.
In 1935 the two Volumes of Named Lunar Formations by Blagg and Müller were published. Volume I
was the new collated list and Volume II was a labelled
map. They remained the authoritative IAU list until the
mid-1960s.
Prior to its publishing, the IAU had decided to name
craters on the moon in honour of Miss Blagg and
Müller. Although both had declined the offer, the IAU
overruled them and the crater names Blagg and Müller
are listed in the publication.
Mary Blagg never married and despite her fame in
astronomy circles, she lived her whole live in Cheadle.
She died on 14th April 1944 aged 89.
Report by Kevin Kilburn
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FUTURE SHA MEETINGS
2017 SPRING CONFERENCE
The Spring Conference for 2017 will take place at
the Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge on Sat. 22 April (10.00 am – 5.00 pm). Speakers include:
James Hannam on Dancing to the Music of the
Spheres: Medieval Visions of the Heavens
Stewart Moore on Charles Messier – from Birth to
Death
Simon Mitton on The History of Planetary Science –
Discovering the Dynamic Planet Beneath our Feet
Howard Carlton on John Pringle Nichol, the Nebular
Hypothesis and 19th Century Cosmogony
Mark Robinson on George With – Mirror Maker
Fee: £10 members, £15 non-members (on-site lunch
available for £5).
For more details and pre-registration, please contact
Dennis Osborne at meetings@shastro.org.uk

2017 SUMMER PICNIC
The SHA Summer Picnic in 2017 will be on Sat. 1
July at Liverpool World Museum, William Brown
Street, Liverpool City Centre (11.00 am – c.5.00 pm).
The visit will include a planetarium show, behindthe-scenes inspections of the astronomical collections
of the museum and library, and a specially arranged
viewing of Eyre Crowe’s transit of Venus painting,
which is currently not on public display. For those
staying over in Liverpool, a get-together for an evening meal is being considered.

2017 AGM / AUTUMN CONFERENCE
The Annual General Meeting & Autumn Conference
for 2016 will be held at the Birmingham & Midland
Institute, Margaret Street, Birmingham, B3 3BS, on
Sat. 28 October 2017, 9.30 - 17.00. Speakers TBC.
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SHA COUNCIL
The current SHA Officers & Council are:

Honorary Council Members
Hon President Dr Allan Chapman
Hon Vice-Pres. Dr Michael Hoskin
Hon Vice-Pres. Prof. Sir Arnold Wolfendale, FRS

Council Members
Chairman Bob Bower
Vice-Chairman (& e-News Editor) David Sellers
General Secretary Laura Carroll
Treasurer Geoff King
Membership Secretary Gerard Gilligan
Editors, SHA Bulletin Carolyn Kennett/ Len Adam
Publicity Officer Mike Leggett
Survey Coordinator Kevin Johnson
Online Editor John Chuter
Librarian James Dawson
Meetings Organiser Dennis Osborne

Co-opted Officers (non-Council)
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer Ian Ridpath
Archivist Mark Hurn
Assistant Librarian Carolyn Bedwell
Historical Records Officer Anthony Kinder

SHA COUNCIL MEETINGS
The following SHA Council are scheduled for
2017:
Sat 18 March, Birmingham (BMI)
The dates of two further meetings will be
fixed at the March meeting.
SHA members are very welcome to attend Council
meetings as observers. Please let the General Secretary know in advance, if you wish to do so.
please contact the General Secretary in the first instance.

BADGING THE SHA?
Fee: £10 members, £15 non-members.
For more details and pre-registration, please contact
Dennis Osborne at meetings@shastro.org.uk

PRESENTATIONS & POSTERS?
If you would like to give a presentation, or exhibit
posters relating to your research, at future SHA events

The November meeting of the SHA Council decided
to investigate the possibility of making small (lapeltype) metal badges with the SHA logo available to
members.
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SHA PUBLICATIONS
SHA e-News
The next issue of the e-News is due in early May
2017. If you know of any meetings, publications, exhibitions or events pertaining to the history of astronomy
that might interest other members, please email brief
details to the Editor.
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It is usually prudent to check with the Editors before
preparing items where duplication is a possibility (e.g.
book reviews). Back issues of the Bulletin (and its
predecessor: SHA Newsletter) are now indexed on the
Abstract service of SAO/ NASA. Enter “SHAN” as the
‘Journal Code’ at
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
It is hoped that in the near future, scanned copies of
the original articles will be accessible in the same way.
THE ANTIQUARIAN ASTRONOMER
The Antiquarian Astronomer issue 10 was posted to
members in early June 2016. The next issue is due in
the Summer of 2017.

Back issues and guidelines for contributions are
available from the e-News web page.
SHA BULLETIN
All members should have received issue 26 of the
Bulletin at the end of September 2016.

Issue 10 contains the following papers:
A special centennial: Mercury, Vulcan, and an
early triumph for General Relativity (William Sheehan
and Tony Misch);
Entente céleste: David Gill, Ernest Mouchez, and
the Cape and Paris Observatories 1878-92 (Paul A.
Haley);
William Gascoigne, Richard Towneley, and the micrometer (Joe LaCour and David Sellers); and,
Sketching the Moon: crater drawings by Samuel
Wilfrid Russell (1895-1965) (Louise E.Devoy and
Agathe Daronnat).
Issue 27 is expected to be published on 1 April 2017.
Contributions to the Bulletin are most welcome, including letters which can be on any aspect of the Society or the history of astronomy. The deadlines for copy
are: issue 27 (1 Feb 2017); issue 28 (1 Aug 2017)
Back issues and guidelines for contributions are
available from the Bulletin web page.

Note: the first six issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer have been online at NASA’s ADS service
since the start of 2015. Type “antas” into the box at the
top marked Journal Name/Code on this page
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
Members and others wishing to submit material for
future issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer should
contact Ian Ridpath (Editor) at ian@ianridpath.com.
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Guidance for authors and some back issues can be
found on The Antiquarian Astronomer web page.
In future, as a result of a Council decision on 13 Sep
2014, any member having a paper published in The
Antiquarian Astronomer will receive free membership of the SHA for one year. Non-members having a
paper published will be offered a year’s complimentary membership of the SHA.

SHA LIBRARY NEWS
The SHA library now has over 2500 books dedicated
to the history of astronomy and related subjects, numerous journals, as well as miscellaneous items including letters, meeting programmes, conference proceedings and the like.
Outside the legal deposit libraries, the SHA Library
has one of the most extensive history of astronomy
collections in any library in the British Isles. It is
unique in having a collecting policy, totally focussed
on history of astronomy, that includes not only the latest popular and scholarly works, but also the active
acquisition of second-hand books, astronomical
ephemera, and the preservation of the works of lesser
known British astronomers and authors.
Some new additions:
Hoskin, Michael. The Construction of the Heavens:
William Herschel's Cosmology (2012)
Sobel, Dava. The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of
the Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the
Stars (2016)
Thoren, Victor E. The Lord of Uraniborg: a biography of Tycho Brahe (ppb, 2006)
Metz, Jerred. Halley's
Comet, 1910: fire in the sky
(1985). This book documents the spectacle of humanity’s reaction to the
comet and recreates the stir it
caused through ads, songs,
sheet music covers, postcards, poems, cartoons and
every manner of expression.
Some recent donations:
Taylor, Lucy. Astronomers and their Observations
(c1895)
Hawkins, Hester Periam. The Stars from Year to
Year (c1912)
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On the forthcoming dates the library will be open:
Thu 26 Jan
Tue 7 Feb
Wed 22 Feb
Thu 2 Mar

Thu 16 Mar
Mon 3 Apr
Thu 13 Apr
Tue 2 May

The library is scheduled to be open between 10am
and 3pm on these dates, but invariably it is open between 9am and 6pm. However, please do contact the
library in advance of a visit.
The revised catalogue of books in the library is now
available and a link to this can be found on the library
page of the SHA's website.
If you want to know more about the library or its
stock, or if you'd like help with your research or finding a book or article, or other library-related matter,
please do contact James and Carolyn who would love
to hear from you ( library@shastro.org.uk).
Non-members are welcome to visit, but only members may borrow books.

SHA RESEARCH GRANTS
SHA Small Research Grants are available for the period 1 September 2016 to 31 August 2017 and applications are solicited. The total amount allocated by the
Council for this round is £1500. These grants are made
available to provide limited financial support for
members’ research.
Links to the application form and regulations for applicants are available on the Society’s Web site. Applications must be made using the application form. Appended to the regulations are some guidelines for
completing the case for support that forms part of
every application.

PARIS OBSERVATORY VISIT
The proposed SHA visit to the Paris Obserevatory –
covered previously in e-News – will take place on Fri
7 – Sat 8 April. There has been a good response from
members.
On Friday, in addition to a tour of the Observatory,
the visit will include a joint meeting with historians
from the Société Astronomique de France (SAF).
There will be talks contributed by both the SAF and
the SHA.
On Saturday there is a possibility of a walk through
Paris visiting places with sundials and other places of
astronomical interest (such as Messier's observatory).
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There is a possible extension to Camille Flammarion's
observatory at Juvisy (including the fully restored telescope and dome).
On Sunday there will be the normal SAF meeting to
which SHA members are welcome (though all presentations at this will be in French).
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[Canadian Parliament petition link]
I approached UNESCO with this proposal but they
argue the petition must be adopted first by a national
body (like the Canadian parliament) to go forward.
Cordially,
Ari Belenkiy, PhD, Vancouver BC, Canada

GRANT SUCCESS FOR
LOCAL VICTORIAN OBSERVATORY

The profusely illustrated history of the Observatoire, prepared under the direction of Laurence
Bobis and James Lequeux in 2012

HYPATIA MEMORIAL
PETITION
Letter to SHA e_News:
I would like to make the following announcement to SHA members:
The murder of the Alexandrian
philosopher Hypatia by a clique of Bishop Cyril’s
zealots remained a 1,600-year old puzzle with no
clue of why it happened. Recently, I suggested a
scenario, where an unorthodox position of the
Novatian Church on determining the time of Easter
and early Passover celebration in 414 triggered the
chain of events leading to Hypatia’s murder. This
scenario places the murder in March 415 and offers a unique time frame for all the related events.
Here Hypatia displays astronomy skills that justify
her subsequent historical reputation. I also shed
light on the immediate circumstances of her murder, specifically suggesting it happened on the day
she was making the equinoctial observations. Finally, I propose instituting a memorial day for Hypatia on the day of the vernal equinox:

A postcard of the Observatory and telescope (c.1904)
We are pleased to report that, in November 2016,
Southport Astronomical Society won a £500 award
from the Skipton Building Society towards the provision of a commemorative and educational noticeboard
outside the Fernley Observatory located in Southport’s
popular Hesketh Park. This Grade II listed Observatory, originally owned by Joseph Baxendell, houses a
working Thomas Cooke 6-inch refractor, manufactured
in 1869. Southport Astronomical Society was formed
in 1927 as an offshoot of the Southport Scientific Society, by members who had been using Joseph Baxendell’s observatory for private observing. This, following his death in 1887, had been donated by his son
to the then Southport Corporation in 1901 and installed
in their Park.
As a result of over 2 years of public Open Days and
campaigning, Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council,
the owners, have now issued tenders to undertake repairs that will ensure the Observatory becomes operational again early in 2017, benefitting all age groups
irrespective of their level of knowledge about astronomy.
The Astronomical Society have been keen to ensure
that, even when the Observatory is closed, visitors to
the park should be able to read something about its
origin and purpose and thereby, maybe, become interested in astronomy and acquire a desire to look
through the telescope.
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS
NOTICED
Zero Degrees: Geographies of the Prime Meridian,
Charles W.J.Withers (Harvard University Press), Mar
2017, pp.336 (hardback, £23.95), ISBN
9780674088818
Before the nineteenth
century, more than
twenty-five different
prime meridians were in
use around the world,
including Paris, Beijing,
Greenwich, Washington,
and the location traditional
in Europe since Ptolemy,
the Canary Islands.
Charles Withers explains
how the choice of
Greenwich to mark 0°
longitude solved complex problems of global
measurement that had engaged geographers,
astronomers, and mariners since ancient times.
Zero Degrees shows how geographies of the prime
meridian are a testament to the power of maps, the
challenges of accurate measurement on a global scale,
and the role of scientific authority in creating the
modern world.
The Rise of Radio Astronomy in the Netherlands:
The People and the Politics, by Astrid Elbers
(Springer), Dec 2016, pp.240 (hardback, £82.00),
ISBN 9783319490786
Radio astronomy was
born during the Second
World War, but as this
book explains, the history of early Dutch
radio astronomy is in
several respects rather
anomalous in comparison to the development
of radio astronomy in
other countries. The
author describes how
these very differences
led the Netherlands to become one of the world leaders
in radio astronomy. Dominated by the Leiden as-
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tronomer Jan Hendrik Oort, the field embarked on an
era of success, and to this day, the country still holds a
leading position.
To tell this story, the book focuses on three key events
in the period 1940-1970, namely the construction of
the radio telescopes in Kootwijk (1948), in Dwingeloo
(1956), and in Westerbork (1970).
Mask of the Sun: The Science, History and Forgotten Lore of Eclipses, by John Dvorak (W.W.Norton),
Apr 2017, pp.336 (hardback, £20.00), ISBN
9781681773308
Eclipses have shaped
the course of human
history and thought,
stunning, frightening and
mesmerising people for
thousands of years.
Mask of the Sun
recounts the forgotten
lore behind this amazing
phenomenon and reveals
the humanism behind the
science of both lunar and
solar eclipses.

In the Shadow of the Moon: The Science, Magic,
and Mystery of Solar Eclipses,, by Anthony Aveni,
Jun 2017, pp.328 (hardback, £20.00), ISBN
9780300223194
Since the first humans
looked up and saw the
sun swallowed by
darkness, our species
has been captivated by
solar eclipses.
Astronomer and
anthropologist Anthony
Aveni explains the
history and culture
surrounding solar
eclipses, from
prehistoric Stonehenge
to Babylonian creation
myths, to a confirmation
of Einstein’s theory of general relativity, to a spectacle
that left New Yorkers in the moon’s shadow, to future
eclipses that will capture human imaginations.
In one accessible and engaging read, Aveni explains
the science behind the phenomenon, tracks eclipses
across the ancient world, and examines the roles of
solar eclipses in modern times to reveal the profound
effects these cosmic events have had on human
history.
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John Tebbutt: Rebuilding and Strengthening the
Foundations of Australian Astronomy, by Wayne
Orchiston (Springer), 2017, pp.555 (hardback,
£112.00), ISBN 9783319445205
This book marks the
centennial of Tebbutt’s
death with a major
biographical account
surveying his scientific
contributions to astronomy,
prefaced with a foreword
by Sir Patrick Moore.
During the second half of
the nineteenth century,
Tebbutt was Australia's
foremost astronomer. He
devoted his time and funds
to astronomy, and built a truly international reputation
that far surpassed Australia’s leading professional
astronomers of the day. This book marks the
centennial of Tebbutt’s death with a major
biographical account. Tebbutt’s remarkable record of
achievement extends over more than half a century.
Orchiston’s book covers the whole of Tebbutt's
career, from his yearly observatory reports and comet
discoveries to his time as the first president of
Sydney’s branch of the British Astronomical
Association.
Studies of Pallas in the Early Nineteenth Century:
Historical Studies in Asteroid Research, by Clifford
J.Cunningham (Springer), 2017, pp.477 (hardback,
£112.00), ISBN 9783319328461
Based on extensive primary
sources, many never previously translated into English, this is the definitive
account of the discovery of
Pallas as it went from being
classified as a new planet to
reclassification as the second of a previously unknown group of celestial
objects. Cunningham, a
dedicated scholar of asteroids, includes a large set of
newly translated correspondence as well as the many
scientific papers about Pallas in addition to sections of
Schroeter’s 1805 book on the subject.
It was Olbers who discovered Pallas, in 1802, the
second of many asteroids that would be officially identified as such. From the Gold Medal offered by the
Paris Academy to solve the mystery of Pallas’ gravitational perturbations to Gauss’s Pallas Anagram, the
asteroid remained a lingering mystery to leading think-
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ers of the time. Representing an intersection of science,
mathematics, and philosophy, the puzzle of Pallas occupied the thoughts of an amazing panorama of intellectual giants in Europe in the early 1800s.
Navigation: A Very Short Introduction, by Jim
Bennett (Oxford University Press), Feb 2017, pp.152
(paperback, £7.99), ISBN 9780198733713
Jim Bennett looks at the
history of navigation,
starting with the distinctive cultures of navigation
that are defined geographically - the Mediterranean Sea, and the Pacific, Indian, and Atlantic
Oceans. He shows how
the adoption of mathematical methods, the use
of instruments, the writing of textbooks and the
publication of charts all
combined to create a more
standardised practice. Methods such as longitudefinding by chronometer and lunar distance were complemented by the routine business of recording courses
and reckoning position ‘by account’. Bennett also introduces the incredible array of instruments relied on
by sailors, from astrolabes, sextants, and chronometers, to our more modern radio receivers, electronic
equipment, and charts, and highlights the crucial role
played by the individual qualities of endeavour and
resourcefulness from mathematicians, scientists, and
seamen in finding their way at sea. The story of navigation combines the societal, the technical, and the
human, and it was vital for shaping the modern world.

Note: The descriptions of the books above are largely
taken from the publishers. They are not reviews and do
not imply endorsement by the SHA.

e-News CONTACT DETAILS
Communications relating to SHA e-News should be
sent to the Editor: enews@shastro.org.uk
General communications to the Society should be
sent to the General Secretary (Laura Carroll): lauracarroll55@hotmail.com
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MEET OUR MEMBERS
SHA members introduce themselves and their interests
In this issue: Roger Hutchins (Suffolk)
How did you find the SHA, and does it meet your
needs?
I was aware of the SHA being founded in 2002, but
for some years could not afford to travel to speaker
meetings. Then during research visits to the RAS Library, I became aware that for lack of any other member volunteering, Peter Hingley, then the Membership
Secretary, was going to take on the role of Treasurer
too. So I stuck my head over the parapet. The SHA at
the time was not relevant to my particular research
needs, but the speaker meetings were enjoyable and
provided some useful contacts. The Survey has now
become a great asset, and the speaker meetings are a
great day out offering a unique menu.
Do you have a special area of interest in history of
astronomy?
My D.Phil was on British University Observatories
1772-1939. I was lucky to discover they were a neglected group, the royal or public observatories and the
Grand Amateurs having been very well done. But my
enduring special interest is spacecraft exploration of
the Solar System. It’s genuinely been a historically
unique half century of exploration of new worlds, and
the New Horizons spacecraft at Pluto, and the Dawn
spacecraft at Ceres and Vesta, have been stunners.
What got you hooked on that?
In the 1970s I owned a 5" Clark refractor, loved
looking at planets and double stars, and especially
wanted to know why the rings of Saturn didn't collapse
on to the planet or diffuse out in to space. Nobody had
an answer. So I managed to get myself to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for the Voyager 1 encounter.
Even 5 weeks before the encounter, the NASA press
backgrounder was writing about “the five rings of Sat-

At the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

urn”. The reality was astonishing. I then attended JPL
for the Voyager 2 encounters. I went to 4 (missed Jupiter!) 10-12 days each time. I had Press accreditation,
so effectively the inside track, 24 hour access to the
Press centre and hence the live downlink photos arriving, and then the formal and informal briefings daily.
Cumulatively amazing and unforgettable…and influential.
What did you discover in that area that enthuses you
most?
The beauty and the mystery of those very diverse
worlds so immensely and unreachably far away, and
the wonderful awareness they can convey of just how
special and fragile our little world is within its Goldilocks Zone. A perspective that feeds the soul.
Do you actively research, or prefer being an armchair scholar?
I haven't time to be an astronomy researcher/writer
these days, but I try to follow the spacecraft encounters, and it’s a marvellous twist that the discovery of
the variety of Exoplanets means that the old (Laplacian) theory of solar system formation has had to be
discarded. It’s now clear that our gas and ice giants did
not form in their present orbits but have migrated.
There’s an exciting discourse and on-going work developing around a new theory—Jupiter’s Grand Tack
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(Google it!!). The recent discoveries of (near) Pluto
sized objects in the Kuiper Belt feeds in to that.
If you’re thrown out of the library balloon, what one
book would you grab to save?
It would have to be Marcus Chown, Solar System: A
Visual Exploration of the Planets, Moons, and Other
Heavenly Bodies that Orbit Our Sun (Faber & Faber,
2011). But I’d risk the extra weight causing me a hard
landing by also sneaking under my shirt Bruce Murray,
Journey into Space: The First Thirty Years of Space
Exploration (W.W. Norton, 1989).
Why?
Because after reading reviews, checking the RAS
and I of A libraries, and much searching in Blackwells
and Foyles, this book has the finest collection of photographs, beautifully reproduced, and with an adequate
brief text for each. Sorry to cheat on you, but Murray
was one of the pioneers, sometime Director of JPL,
and his book is the inside story of just how difficult
exploring our system has been.
What one thing would you most like the SHA to do
better or differently?
Make the effort to use the Allan Cox Bequest well
in advance (i.e. 2 years) to attract and pay for a lecturer
of international standing as principal speaker at the
Spring Conference - as the SHA did for Bill Sheehan. I
think that would help motivate better attendances (as
I’m sure Allan Chapman does for the October conference each year). It need not be exorbitant if planned
well in advance: these people can usually combine it
with other business in the UK.

WEB-LINKS NOTICED
BBC Radio 4 – In Our Time – Johannes
Kepler
First broadcast on 29 Dec 2016. In this programme
(which can be downloaded as an MP3 file) Melvyn
Bragg and his expert guests discuss the German astronomer Johannes Kepler (1571 - 1630). Although he
is overshadowed today by Isaac Newton and Galileo,
he is considered by many to be one of the greatest scientists in history. The three laws of planetary motion
developed by Kepler transformed people’s understanding of the Solar System and laid the foundations for
the revolutionary ideas Isaac Newton produced later.
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Kepler is also thought to have written one of the first
works of science fiction. However, he faced a number
of challenges. He had to defend his mother from
charges of witchcraft, he had few financial resources
and his career suffered as a result of his Lutheran faith.
The studio guests in this edition are: David Wootton
(Professor of History at the University of York);
Ulinka Rublack (Professor of Early Modern European
History at the University of Cambridge and Fellow of
St John's College); and Adam Mosley (Associate Professor in the Department of History at Swansea University).

Royal Society Archives
Objectivity Channel Videos
Fascinating treasures from the Royal Society
Archives can be enjoyed in the Objectivity series
of videos on YouTube. As can be imagined, many
of these concern topics in the history of astronomy. Examples include:
Map of the Galaxy (Wm Herschel); The Eclipse
Chaser (Arthur Schuster); Sunspots; Venus Transit Orrery; Transit of Venus Telescope (1761); and
many others
HAD News
The October 2016 issue (n.88) of HAD News, the
Newsletter of the Historical Astronomy Division of the
American Astronomical Society, is now available for
download.

Science Museum Group Journal
The Autumn 2016 Science Museum Group Journal
(no.6) is now available for download. Included is a
lengthy obituary for Dr Anita McConnell (1936-2016),
the author of seminal works on astronomical instrument makers Jesse Ramsden and Thomas Cooke.
SEAC Conference Proceedings
The full proceedings of the SEAC 2015 conference
(Société Européenne pour l'Astronomie dans la Culture – ‘Astronomy in Past and Present Cultures’, November 2015, Rome) are now available for download
as: Mediterranean Archaeology and Archaeometry,
vol. 16, no. 4.
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The Story of Astronomy in India
A free book on the history of astronomy in India, by
Prof. Chander Mohan (in PDF or online format – 143
pp) is available. The object of the author in writing this
book is to familiarize the reader with the gradual evolution and growth of
astronomy on the Indian subcontinent over
the ages. Starting with
the status of the subject in the distant past,
the reader is made
aware of its gradual
evolution over the
centuries, its interaction with the astronomies of different parts
of the world, finally
leading to its present
status. The reader is also made aware of the present
status of our knowledge of astronomy and cosmology.
In an appendix, the reader is also introduced to the basic essentials of Panchang, Horoscope, and Astrology.
JHA Index
A Complete Bibliography of Publications in the Journal for the History of Astronomy has been compiled by
Nelson H. F. Beebe (University of Utah).

Georgian Papers Online
On Sat 28 Jan 2017, an online portal opened for business giving access to the scanned papers of George III.
This is part of a project which aims to eventually make
more than 350,000 papers available over the next four
years. Some of the papers illustrate the king’s enduring
interest in science, including a brief essay by the king
on the 1769 transit of Venus.

Art and Medieval Astronomy
A recent British Library blog by Alison Hudson gives
a fascinating glimpse of depictions of the the heavensin some of the illuminated manuscripts and othe
treasures held by the Library.

SHA SURVEY OF
ASTRONOMICAL HISTORY
The SHA’s Survey of Astronomical History website
now has more than 150 pages, covering thousands of
astronomers, hundreds of observatories and other as-
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tronomical institutions. The Survey aims to reveal the
depth of local history of astronomy online, across the
UK and Ireland.
Survey Coordinator, Kevin Johnson, says ‘the current search function on the survey site is not very userfriendly requiring individual inspection of each page
retrieved for any search undertaken. The problem can
be tackled by using an external browser for searches
(advanced Google etc.), but this is somewhat cumbersome and not necessarily apparent to the novice or
casual user. To address this shortcoming, I have embarked upon a programme of creating indexes of people, institutions/observatories and sites/places that will
be accessible via an extra tab. I have started the process of extracting the meta-data from the county pages,
starting with people, which are being added to a
spreadsheet. Once collected this information will allow analysis of the existing information added to the
survey site.’
All local astronomical society entries in the Survey
have been updated. The Coordinator has received from
the W.Yorkshire Astronomical Society (Pontefract)
scans of press cuttings chronicling their history. Hopefully, these will soon be available online.

SHA ON THE ROAD
Volunteers have offered to assist on the SHA stall at
events in 2017 as follows:
Institute of Astronomy Open Afternoon (Sat 25
Mar 2017, IoA, Cambridge):
SPA Convention (Sat 1 Apr 2017, IoA, Cambridge):
James Dawson, Mark Hurn, Mike Leggett, Geoff
King.
NW Astronomy Festival (Sun 2 Jul 2017, Runcorn,
Cheshire): Gerard Gilligan
If you will be at these events or live in the area and
could spare an hour or two to help on a stall, it would
be much appreciated. Please contact the Publicity Officer, Mike Leggett, first to check whether help is
needed. Please note that help with travel expenses can
only be given in line with the SHA expenses policy
and on the basis of prior agreement.
If you would like to use SHA leaflets at an event, or
know of a useful place to leave them, please contact
Mike.

OTHER PUBLICITY
More than a full page was devoted to a report of the
SHA Annual Conference in the Jan 2017 issue of Astronomy Now magazine. The report includes photographs of the speakers and the presentation of the
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Roger Jones Award to our Librarian, James Dawson,
for his extensive contributions to the SHA Survey
A flyer for the SHA Spring Conference 2017 was circulated with the latest issue of the Journal of the BAA.
The same issue carries an article about the SHA Library, alongside an invitation to BAA members to visit
the Library for research purposes.

NEW MEMBERS
We are pleased to give a warm welcome to the following new members who have joined since the last
issue of SHA e-News:
John Dee (Walshall, West Midlands)
Paul Anthony Olver (Hereford, Herefordshire)
Graham Mcloughlin (Chorley, Gt Manchester)
Yvonne Kennett (London)
Graham Jones (Aylesford, Kent)
Stephen Jamorski (Burntwood, Staffs)
Edward Carpenter (Gloucestershire)

2017 SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE
Membership subscriptions for 2017 are now due.
Many thanks to all those who have already renewed
their subscription. For those who have still to get
round to it, please bear in mind that the deadline is 31
Mar 2017. After this date membership will lapse and
you will not receive printed copies of SHA Bulletin
no.27 or Antiquarian Astronomer no.11. Subscription
rates and methods of payment are detailed on the
Membership Renewal Form.

INFORMATION WANTED
Blue Plaque Mapping
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OTHER MEETINGS, COURSES &
EXHIBITIONS NOTICED (non-SHA)
BAA Historical Section Meeting
The next meeting of the Historical Section of the British Astronomical Association will on Sat 25 Nov 2017
at the Birmingham and Midlands Institute (BMI). We
will post details of speakers and themes when these are
available.

NDXIII – 13

th

BIENNIAL HISTORY OF
ASTRONOMY WORKSHOP
The Thirteenth Biennial History of Astronomy
Workshop (NDXIII) will be held July 5-9, 2017, at the
University of Notre Dame, Indiana, and will include a
one-day trip to the Adler Planetarium in Chicago.
The theme of the workshop will be: Models and
Mechanisms in the History of Astronomy
Models and mechanisms have played an important
role throughout the history of astronomy, both as
physical devices and as conceptual entities. In exploring this workshop theme, we invite you to consider
such questions as: What do we know about historical
astronomical models and mechanisms, including their
origins, development, and abandonment? How have
physical models and mechanistic devices influenced
major developments in astronomy and related fields?
How have mental models and mechanistic thinking
shaped astronomical concepts and explanations? As in
previous years, we expect that the theme can encompass a number of different time periods and geographical locations. The specially invited speaker this year
will be Emeritus Professor Mike G. Edmunds of Cardiff University, Chair of the Antikythera Mechanism
Project.
The deadline for papers and sessions is 1 Mar and
the decision date is 1 Apr.

We wish to compile a definitive list of astronomers
who have been commemorated by a blue plaque and
we need your help doing this. Please get in touch if
you know of any such plaques (particularly those outside London). We would also love to receive any photos that have been taken of the plaques. The results of
this survey will appear later this year in the bulletin.
Carolyn Kennett, James Dawson
carolyn@hird.net

Do you know of any blue plaques dedicated to
an astronomer?(photo: James Dawson)
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SHA CALENDAR
MONTH
2017
JAN

SHA EVENT OR PUBLICATION

FEB

SHA e-News (1-5 Feb)

VENUE

MAR
APR

MAY

SHA Bulletin 27 (1 Apr)
SHA visit to Paris Observatory (7 Apr)
SHA Spring Conference (22 Apr)
SHA e-News (1-5 May)

Paris, France
Cambridge

JUN
JUL
AUG

SHA Summer Picnic (1 Jul)
The Antiquarian Astronomer (Jul)
SHA e-News (1-5 Aug)

Liverpool

SEP
OCT
NOV

SHA Bulletin 28 (1 Oct)
SHA Autumn Conference & AGM (28 Oct)
SHA e-News (1-5 Nov)

Birmingham

DEC

Please Note: The November 2016 Council Meeting decided to publish SHA e-News quarterly from February 2017
(rather than from January) in order to provide a more uniform spread of publications throughout the year.

